
                                            

 

 
 
 

P A R T N E R S H I P   O F F E R 

 
 
Title of the proposed project / Topic of the project: 
 

Virtual roads of traditions and cognition 
 
Proposed objectives / activities: 
 
Aims: 

- Building and running of new rural expositions specialized on local cultural 
heritage, significant personalities or folk - memory 
- creation and publicity of virtual „roads of traditions and cognition"  
- mutual cooperation, cognition and transmission experience 
- education of persons involved in regional development 
 
 Up - to - date position:  

This project was already made by 3 LAGs (LAG Hranicko and LAG 
Mohelnickoon Czech side and LGD Kraina Dinozaurów on Polish side). 
Project is authorized for financing and obtained 90% dotation on Czech 
side. Unfortunately Polish managing body disapproved the project. So that 
is why we try to find other foreign partner that would be able to ensure 
dotation confirmation by its managing body till the end of July 2012. 
 
Planned activities by each partner: 

- building reconstruction, purchase of equipment, furniture and exhibits 
for 1 or more new rural museums (LAG Hranicko 2 exposition, LAG 
Mohelnicko 2 exposition, LAG xxxx - ?? expositions) 
- promo – 3 versions of leaflet in common graphic design, integrated web 
presentation on 3 webs, original large - scale – format stamps 
- board game for whole family, vest - pocket guide and set of stamps: 
"wandering up museums by virtual roads of traditions and cognition" 
(board game = assignment of informations about museums, call of 
interest to visit, collection stamps to the printed guide = obtaining 
advantages/wildcard for board game, offer tourist packet „visiting 
expositions") 
- 2 educational seminars  
- inauguration of new expositions + reciprocal field trip 

 
 
 



Country and / or kind of partner you are looking for: 
 
LAGs from Germany, Austria, Hungary or other member states of EU. 

 
 
 
Offering LAG: 
 
 

LAG 
name 

LAG Hranicko,  

address  
Tř. 1. máje 2063, Hranice, 
75301 

count
ry 

CZECH Republic 

website  
http://www.regionhranicko.cz/r
ozvojove-partnerstvi-regionu-
hranicko 

e-
mail 

f.kopecky@regionhrani
cko.cz 

phone 
number 

00420773583020 fax  

languag
es 
spoken 

English, Czech 

 
 
 

Date:  ___23rd January 2012________ 
 


